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Facilitating knowledge of mental health nurses to undertake physical health interventions: A pre-post test evaluation.

Abstract

Background

For individuals who experience mental disorders, pharmacotherapy is often considered as a first line of treatment. However, due to adverse drug reactions and pre-existing physical conditions, outcomes for clients/service users may be compromised.

Aims

The aim of this project was to develop and deliver evidence-based educational packages to increase the knowledge of mental health nurses to undertake physical health care interventions.

Method

Pre-post study design

Five workshops were conducted in the fields of intramuscular injections, diabetes, health improvement, oral health and wound care. A total of 180 pairs of questionnaires to assess practitioner and student skills and knowledge were administered to participants pre- and post-workshops. All workshops resulted in a statistically significant improvement in subject skills and knowledge scores (p<0.001 in all cases). Questionnaires also elicited participant satisfaction with the workshops: over 99% of participants reported being “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the workshops.

Implications for Nursing Management

Evidence based workshops as presented in this paper can contribute to improving the health status of service users by increasing the health literacy of mental health nurses.
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Introduction

Improving the physical health of patients with serious mental illness such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder is a global concern which presents a significant challenge to health
providers and professionals (NYS Center of Excellence for Cultural Competence (NYS) 2010). For those who experience mental illness, life expectancy is reduced by up to 25 years, due to chronic co-morbid physical conditions such as; cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease, cancer, eye and dental health conditions, and diabetes. Cardiovascular disease and diabetes mellitus are two to three times (respectively) more prevalent in people who have mental illness (De Hert et al. 2011). Alarming, rates of metabolic syndrome (a significant risk factor for the development of diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular disease) are reported to be as high as 60% in North America (Kato et al. 2004). The prevalence of a whole range of other physical co-morbidities are elevated, and can complicate having implications for care decisions (Steifel et al. 1990, Cournos et al. 2005, Hipplisley-Cox et al. 2007, Robson & Gray 2007). Some evidence suggests that these problems have increased since the introduction of new service structures in the community, leading to service fragmentation for service users (Chang et al. 2009). Furthermore, physical complications can arise from the treatment of mental disorders using psychotropic medications.

For people with mental disorders, pharmacotherapy is often considered as a first line of treatment. Many psychotropic medications are well tolerated, but all these medicines have adverse reactions. For example, the major adverse reaction for atypical antipsychotics can include considerable weight gain, glucose intolerance, elevation of blood lipids, and cardiac abnormalities (Edward et al. 2010; Edward & Alderman 2013) Alarming, studies have found that the rate of obesity among people living with psychotic disorders and treated with antipsychotics is greater than in the general population (Coodin 2001, Tschoner et al. 2007). Available literature reveals that new generation antipsychotics – in particular, clozapine and olanzapine - impairs glucose metabolism, the appetite-regulation system resulting in weight gain and increase the potential for the risk of the development of Type 2 diabetes and dyslipidaemia ( Murashita et al. 2007, Tschoner, et al. 2007, Edward et al. 2010 ). Metabolic changes are also associated with antidepressants and mood stabilisers. The physical complications associated with pharmacotherapy for those who experience mental illness is central to care considerations, as many of these complications can increase morbidity and mortality.

Policy context on physical care for mental health clients/service users

Across the world there have been policy initiatives seeking to address the physical health needs of people with SMI (Serious Mental Illness) (Robson & Gray 2007, De Hert et al. 2011, Happell et al. 2011). For example, in the UK, in 2010 the Conservative/Liberal
Democrat coalition government initiated a raft of policy measures, including: the introduction of NHS Commissioning Boards, a new national public health service (Public Health England), a national measure of wellbeing, increased funding to give more people access to psychological therapies, and funding the “Time to Change” campaign aimed at reducing stigma and discrimination; all with the intention of improving the mental well-being of people experiencing mental health problems in England. More specifically, guidance on improving physical healthcare for people with SMI has been initiated in both the US and the UK with guidelines for monitoring metabolic risk factors for service users prescribed antipsychotic medication. Additionally, the European Psychiatric Association and the Spanish Societies of Psychiatry and Biological Psychiatry have made attempts at addressing aspects of physical health care monitoring, including cardiovascular disease and diabetes (Lawrence and Kisley 2010). A nationally recognised need to address high mortality rates due to physical illness for people with severe mental illness was also recognised in Australia: in this country the Ministerial Advisory Committee (MAC) on Mental Health report stated that mental health cannot be separated from physical health (MAC, 2010) and in turn this reflects across all states in Australia (Happell et al. 2011).

In the UK, since the publication of the Chief Nursing Officer Review of Mental Health Nursing, England (DH 2006) over 300 best practice and policy guidelines have been published online. Additionally NICE (National Institute of Clinical Excellence) has a menu of 53 related topics, offering guidance, toolkits and best practice documents in relation to mental health issues (Hardy and Thomas 2012). In England, local policy and guidance was previously provided by regional Strategic Health Authorities (to be replaced by clinical commissioning groups) and local Mental Health Trusts: however, one study by Tosh et al. (2010) found that the physical healthcare guidance of local Trusts was often cumbersome, vague and lacked clear guidance on what particular action should be taken, when it should be taken, and by whom. Furthermore, these policies were difficult to read, and many incorporated vague language into their directives (Tosh et al. 2010). There is no shortage of international, national or local guidance aimed at improving the physical wellbeing of people experiencing mental illness: nonetheless, this is an area of mental health where practice is clearly lagging behind policy (Tosh et al. 2010, Lawn, 2011, Hardy & White 2013). Despite this political and policy activity, the physical healthcare of people with mental illness remains a hidden scandal (Gray 2012).

Hardy and White (2013) propose a five-point change management model to address the physical healthcare deficit, based around funding, involvement, commitment, impact and preparation. Included in this model is the ability of mental health nurses (and other clinicians)
to gain a level of physical healthcare competency which allows them to deliver evidence-based interventions. According to Hardy and White (2013), part of the problem is due to the way nurse education in the UK is delivered, focusing on the so-called binary opposites of physical health and mental health rather than adopting a holistic approach to care. Additionally Gray (2012) compounds this anomaly, suggesting that many mental health nurses adopt a defeatist approach to tackling the physical healthcare needs of people with mental illness, due to proportioning causation and blame on the iatrogenic effects of antipsychotic medication. Of course the side effects of antipsychotic medication do contribute to the physical well-being of patients: however, the time for apportioning blame to one treatment or a particular approach is not acceptable. We agree with Hardy and White (2013) that doing nothing is no longer an option: “action” is urgently required to address the physical healthcare needs of people experiencing mental health problems.

Assessment and managing physical health needs in mental health settings

The ability to screen for physical health conditions is of fundamental importance to mental health nursing practice, yet there is still evidence that physical health problems in mental health service users go largely unnoticed, and if identified are often poorly managed (Phelan et al. 2004, Edward et al. 2011). The seriousness of physical symptoms being incorrectly labelled as psychosomatic cannot be underestimated when one considers the number of people with severe and enduring mental illness at risk (Nocon 2004). Further studies have demonstrated that individuals who experience mental illness are less likely to be offered or gain access to screening which the general population would expect routinely; for example: cholesterol checks, urine or weight checks, and opportunistic advice regarding smoking cessation (Phelan et al. 2001, Robson 2010, Mitchell et al. 2012). The likelihood of service users developing a comorbid physical condition in the context of the symptoms of their condition, for example Jordan (2000) and Edward et al. (2011) posit that that the physical health care needs of the patient diagnosed with SMI is a ‘care gap’ not being effectively met by either primary care or secondary mental health services. One major factor that may be a major influence here is that prevention of physical health problems for people with SMI would save economically billions in the long term (National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) 2007, Mental Health Foundation Naylor et al. 2012).

Three recent systematic reviews have investigated physical illness as a co-morbid condition for those who experience severe mental illness (Tosh et al. 2010, Hardy et al. 2011, Happell et al. 2012;) From these reviews key areas for consideration in the physical and mental
health care delivery emerged, placing mental health nurses in an ideal position to monitor the adverse physical impact of pharmacotherapy, and assess service patients’ physical health needs and promote a change in lifestyle choices to enhance physical wellbeing (Howard & and Gamble 2011, Happell et al. 2012c). Gray et al. (2009) asked if the mental health nurse does not intervene to improve the physical health needs of mental health patients ‘who will’. However there appears to be great variation in confidence or ability in relation to physical health monitoring by mental health nurses (Nash 2010b, Happell et al. 2011). This would appear to be partly related to a lack of recognition of this role in undergraduate studies, a view supported by the latest review of mental health nursing in the UK (Department of Health 2006) and more recent evidence reviewing the training needs of registered mental health nurses in the UK and elsewhere (Nash 2009, Howard & Gamble 2011, Robson & Haddad 2012; Happell et al. 2013). An interesting comment by Happell et al. (2013) highlights the fact that although nurses in Australia are educated in a ‘comprehensive’ model including a major emphasis on physical health, this has not resulted in an improvement of the ability of mental health nurses (MHNs) educated in this way to undertake physical caring interventions.

It has been suggested that mental health service users should feel respected and be equal partners; and also be informed in the choices they have about their physical health (Lawn, 2012). This has been mirrored in the mental health nursing literature with the message that MHNs need the knowledge and skills to be able to meaningfully engage in interactions that allow transfer of information that keeps the mental health consumer at the heart of their physical needs (Happell et al. 2012a, 2012b; Hardy & White 2013). Thus to be recovery focused and to develop truly holistic practice their needs to be an increase in their physical health interventions (Silverstein & Bellack 2008)

The Project - The Physical/Registered and Student Nurse Workshop Series

Building on previous collaborations in physical health generally (Hargate et al. 2009) and medicines management training that specifically sought to build a pathway to competence (Hemingway et al. 2010), an application to the Yorkshire and Humber Strategic Health Authority Clinical Skills Network was made which secured a grant to produce interactive education and training packages that were specifically applied to the learning disability and mental health settings. Such collaboration is identified as a key determinant to achieving positive service user/client outcomes for biologically based interventions (Prowse & Heath 2005).
Project Aim and Objective
The aim of this project was to develop and deliver an evidence-based education package with a physical and mental health focus to clinicians and other health care workers in mental health settings. In addressing a potential knowledge and skill deficit, the objectives of the project were to build capacity of practitioners to enhance assessment and planning of appropriate physical health interventions for people diagnosed with a mental illness.

Methods
The Educational Package and materials.
Day workshops were chosen as the time of delivery of the training packages. These have the bonus of giving the practitioner ‘protected time’ to attend to their education and training needs in physical health interventions in contrast to purely reading comprehensive but book-based alternatives (Rinomhote & Marshall 2000, Blows 2010, Nash 2010), or e-learning alternatives (Jones et al. 2010).

Workshops content
Topic selection was based on an analysis of identified topics of interest by clinicians in the field and final year students. Feedback was sought from senior mental health nurses affiliated with the participating trust and through discussions with undergraduate students located at the hospital. Additionally, practical considerations such as the availability of experts to facilitate the workshops were considered. Additionally, a review of the available literature confirmed the selection of topics for the education package were important areas for mental health nurses to improve their knowledge and skills in physical health interventions. The topics identified from the needs analysis were: Oral health care as a physical care approach for people with mental illness (Edward et al. 2011); Diabetes and mental illness (Nash 2009); Intramuscular injectables (Gray et al. 2009); Wound management (Kilroy-Findley 2010) and Assessment of health profile of services users in mental health (White et al. 2009). Delivery of the educational package was multimodal and consisted of a ‘reader’ for the student to use to obtain the knowledge needed for practice; workshops which were up to seven and half hours in total and had a mixture of taught (PowerPoint), interactive content (class discussion, DVDs) and simulated practice in the university skills laboratories. The oral health workshop imparted key knowledge and tips to implement in practice and importantly explored oral health assessment within the scope of mental health nursing practice. The second workshop on diabetes used the narrative of a person diagnosed with type 1 diabetes recorded: stopping at various points to pose
questions, let the workshop participants reflect and then give appropriate information. The diabetes workshop also included a simulation session in the afternoon in the university skills laboratory. The intramuscular workshop was a mixture of an update of the most recent evidence (adherence, choice of injection site, body mass index and needle length, side effect management) and simulated practice in the afternoon. The wound care session centred on the assessment and treatment of acute and chronic wounds and used the TIME acronym (T = Tissue, non-viable or deficient; I = Infection or inflammation; M = Moisture imbalance; E = Edge of wound, non-advancing or undermined) as a basis for practice. The Health Improvement Profile (HIP) formed the training to use the 28-item physical health assessment, with key physical health facts and figures related to practice. Participants in the HIP workshop then had the chance to use the HIP for differing scenarios and the chance to ask the facilitator about adapting for introduction in the clinical area. Importantly, all workshop content included a link to the iatrogenic side effects of psychotropic medication.

Design
A pre-test - post-test design was used for all workshops.

Participants and Recruitment
Participants were recruited through advertising regionally through the University CPD website, Clinical Skills Network and email. With the pressure on releasing staff for any extended periods of time, training day workshops appear to be one way of recruitment for continuous professional development (CPD) events. Purposive sampling was undertaken, where the target participant groups were qualified nurses, to access the workshops as part of continuing professional development for practising clinicians (CPD); and university final year nursing students to access the workshops as part of their undergraduate programme.

Ethical Considerations
Permission to undertake the study was sought and granted from the University School Research and Ethics Panel. Withdrawal of consent could be made at anytime of the project. Confidentiality and anonymity was maintained at all times.

Data collection
Education was developed by academic and clinical experts in each topic area. The education was delivered via workshops. At each workshop, participants were asked to
complete a pre-workshop questionnaire regarding their current knowledge of physical health interventions, using a multiple choice format. This questionnaire was re-administered at the completion of the workshop, together with a post-evaluation of the workshop content, materials and delivery; using an additional questionnaire with Likert-style (scored from least (1) – most (3)) items and spaces for open-ended comments. The questionnaires were generated by the research team specifically for the purpose of this evaluation. This article mainly reports on the statistical findings only: The content analysis of the open ended findings are reported elsewhere (see Edward et al. 2012; Hemingway et al. 2013).

Data Analysis

All data analysis was undertaken using SPSS (Version 20.0). Data was summarised descriptively, and paired pre-and post-workshop test scores were analysed using the paired samples t-test, to assess the significance of changes in test scores as a result of the implementation of the workshops. In all cases data was pre-assessed for suitability of this parametric approach. Matching of test papers was facilitated using ID codes; names of participants on either test occasion were not recorded to maintain participant anonymity.

Results

Demographic data

In all 204 individual attendances at the workshops were recorded, comprising records of 89 registered and 115 student nurses. Some individuals attended more than one workshop. Of these a total of 180 (88.2%) pre- and post-test questionnaires and 166 (81.4%) evaluation of workshops were available for analysis. There were also some papers that were not possible to analyse due to ineligible writing. Table 1 gives a breakdown of all the five workshops with attendance figures and survey completions and mean scores.

Insert table 1 here

All workshop participants were predominantly female: the proportion of female respondents ranged from 20 out of 29 for the Wound Care workshop to 19 out of 23 (82.6%) for the Diabetes workshop. All age groups (18-30, 31-40, 41-50 and 51-60) were represented, with an approximately even distribution across all age groups. However, in most workshops, the majority of participants had less than 5 years’ experience. Both in-patient and community contexts were represented, in approximately equal proportions. About three quarters of all
responses were from nurses in Mental Health branch, with the remainder from nurses in Learning Disability branch.

Due to the paired design, it would be expected that unsystematic variance (error variance) between the pre- and post-conditions would be minimized. The use of sub-groups was avoided in order to maximize the power of the analyses.

**Pre- and post-test results**

The workshop pre and post-test questionnaires were developed by the respective expert workshop facilitators. Thus not all the content scoring was the same. However, all the workshops resulted in statistically significant improvements to the baseline scores. Results are presented in Table 2 and Figure 1 below.

**Evaluation of Workshops**

Virtually all participants rated themselves to be “very satisfied” or “satisfied” with the workshops with a small minority dissatisfied (see table 3).

**Discussion**

This article reports on the evaluation of the effectiveness of five physical health workshops directed at building capacity in physical assessment and interventions for mental health
nurses and disability nurses. The improvements observed in participants’ satisfaction and knowledge in all workshops were statistically significant. The diabetes scores showed the best improvement from baseline, with mean post-workshop scores more than double the pre-workshop scores. However, the baseline for diabetes knowledge at 39.7% was considerably lower than baseline scores in other areas. The oral health workshop had both the highest pre-workshop and post-workshop scores. Given that rates of metabolic syndrome has been reported as relatively high in people with mental illness (Kato, et al., 2004) the low pre-education knowledge score in the diabetes workshop participants indicates a potential care knowledge gap. These results are interesting and have implications for continuing professional development focus for physical care knowledge of staff working in mental health services.

The relatively short period of time and similarity of testing conditions between the administration of the pre- and post-workshop questionnaires adds to the internal validity of the study: it seems reasonable to infer that the improvements noted were as a direct consequence of the workshop and not due to other changes over time. The results clearly show some transfer of knowledge had taken place and the statistical significance shown in all workshop evaluations means there is a strong likelihood this learning could transfer to practice.

Worthy of further consideration is virtually all participants rated themselves to be “very satisfied” or “satisfied” with the workshops. This concords with research conducted by Terry & Cutter (2013) who undertook and pre and post-test analysis of MHNs undertaking a postgraduate module on physical health interventions. Satisfaction with education experience has been highlighted as a motivating factor for nurses working with mental health service users, and this in turn improves their therapeutic optimism (Edward et al. 2011; Hemingway et al. 2013b). If nurses and allied staff are trained appropriately this facilitates their confidence and in turn can have positive outcomes in the inpatient (Byrne et al. 2010), community mental health (Mitchell et al. 2011) and primary care settings (Hemingway et al. 2013). Thus educational initiatives reported in this paper can have a positive impact and transfer to the practice setting.

Developing physical healthcare capacity for MHNs
Hardy and White (2013) outline a five-point change management model to address the physical healthcare deficit: funding, involvement, commitment, impact and preparation. This model gives a baseline in which to measure the outcomes of the workshop series presented in this article. Firstly, funding is required at a senior level to facilitate change and improve physical healthcare outcomes, although in these times of austerity, the ‘political will’ to manage change is just as important. The workshops, although partially funded by a grant award, were relatively inexpensive to resource, however, lecturers and practitioners skilled in physical health interventions collaborated with the ethos of improving the services available; something recognised as paramount to success in such interventions (Prowse & Heath 2005).

Secondly, the involvement of key stakeholders is paramount to initiating change. 204 participants were recruited for the workshops: with a mixture of registered and senior MHN students. MHNs are the largest professional group working with mental health service uses and it is recognised that we need to build a skilled workforce competent in physical healthcare interventions (Edwards et al. 2012). This collaboration between practitioners, students and nurse educators is a move in the right direction. It is hoped in future workshops to widen the net of attendees to include service users, service providers and commissioners.

The third element of this change model is gaining the necessary commitment of those involved; including organisational and individual commitment to improving physical healthcare outcomes. Hardy and White (2013) indicate the importance of staff being fully committed and incentivised to improve physical healthcare competency. This was the case of the workshop participants, who were allocated ‘protected time’ to be involved; which required some investment by the local Mental Health Trust to release staff, recognised as key to implementing change (Happell et al. 2012b, 2013).

Fourthly, there is a requirement in the change model to demonstrate impact directly on service users. The fact that these were stand-alone workshops limits their transferability to practice, but it was noted at a recent conference that two of the workshops had informed a physical health project innovation within SWYPFT (Saville et al. 2013). Thus we can see some small incremental outcomes from the project. Finally, preparation: the workshop can provide an appropriate baseline content for future practitioners that is necessary for future mental health practitioners (Nash 2009, Howard & Gamble, 2011, Robson & Haddad, 2012, Happell et al. 2013). However, preparation also needs the ongoing commitment to implement new ways of working in terms of physical health interventions into an already packed clinical commitments for the mental health nurse (Hargate et al. 2009). Therefore the preparation has to be supported by wholesale commitment.
The healthcare environment in the UK appears to be in a state of permanent flux, with nurses at all levels having responsibility for managing change against a background of austerity measures. This is reflected across the world to differing extents. Coupled with this is the historical legacy of neglecting the physical healthcare of people with serious mental illness and other mental health problems. The five-point change management strategy provided by Hardy and White (2013) is a useful benchmark to measure the results of targeted education and training to increase the mental health skills and knowledge of students and practitioners. Added to this Hardy and White (2013) set out how service user’s physical health needs are not being met. One important aspect of addressing this is to have appropriate assessments so that the physical health status of service user’s can be assessed. White et al (2009) and Hardy and Gray (2010) have discussed the use of the Health Improvement Profile (HIP) and how this can give the nurse a framework to assess the physical health needs of service users with an SMI. However one of the barriers to successful implementation is how to include such an framework on an already packed menu of assessments the practising mental health nurse has to use. Petrucci et al (2013) researched the use of a global assessment that included physical health needs evaluation. Petrucci and colleagues also discussed how implementing assessments for mental health nursing has to take into account the complexity of care provision and the interrelationship between physical and mental health. Indeed findings from content analysis of this project reported elsewhere including participants commenting that the need to target education onto what can be realistically transferred to practice (Edward et al. 2012; Hemingway et al. 2013a; 2013c). Therefore educational initiatives can only facilitate education and skills to implement physical health interventions, if these interventions are to make a difference in improving people with an SMI’s health status they need to be part of the MHNs global assessments as well as measured against health outcomes for the service user.

Addressing this ‘silent scandal’ will require a multi-faceted approach from government, commissioning boards, researchers and clinicians including, and in particular, mental health nurses (Gray 2012, Hardy & Thomas 2012, Hardy and White 2013).

**Mental Health Literacy**

One way of ensuring that MHNs and associated practitioners apply knowledge and skills in physical health is to increase their physical health literacy. Mental health literacy was introduced to increase service users’ knowledge and beliefs about mental health problems that aid their recognition, management, or use health promotion strategies to decrease or prevent relapse (Jorm, 2000). Thus if the specific skills and knowledge (health literacy) and resultant confidence can be assimilated by MHNs, these factors can in turn have the
potential to positively impact on health outcomes for the patient (McCann et al. 2009; Edward et al. 2011b; Hemingway et al. 2013b).

Thus in the context of knowledge and skills imparted in these workshops, if the MHN has as a baseline an understanding of physical health, they can then conduct meaningful interactions with the service user; where a transfer of knowledge is given to the service user, putting them at the centre of their care (Happell et al. 2012a; 2012b). If the physical health literacy of MHNs is improved, as the largest professional workforce involved with people diagnosed with SMI, then the circle can be closed toward holistic care rather than the binary opposites, which have been to the fore.

Wellness in physical health cannot be divorced from wellness in mental health and vice versa (DH 2011). Thus workshops such as these presented in this paper can facilitate the health literacy of both the MHN, but more importantly, the service user, whose health status may be a major concern.

Implications for Nursing Management

The results from this study demonstrate that if targeted education and training is clinically relevant, it can inspire mental health nurses to include previously absent interventions in their routine practice, such as physical health assessments. This in turn can make a considerable contribution toward improving the detection and management of physical health for service users/clients both in the hospital and community setting (Edward et al. 2012, Hemingway et al. 2013; Happell et al. 2013). Nurse managers can include physical health interventions as a baseline assessment of physical health into routine practice in all contexts of mental health service provision, making a positive contribution to the improvement of the physical health status of the vulnerable group of health consumers. The importance of the findings of this phase of the physical/mental health education project is to provide both the novice and experienced nurse with additional knowledge of this specific health issue with which to inform their practice, and to thus include physical health assessment and interventions within their practice (Happell et al. 2012).

In this phase of the project we achieved the aim of developing and delivering an evidenced-based education package with a physical and mental health focus in specific topics, to clinicians and other health care workers in the disability and mental health settings. In addressing this potential knowledge and skill deficit, or affirming best practices for clinicians, the objective of the overall project (build capacity of practitioners) can be realised.

Limitations
The limitations of this study relate to participating sites (potentially affecting relevance to other settings), robustness of the questionnaires and person related considerations. This project included participants from a single University and NHS Trust. The tools used to assess pre- and post-workshop knowledge were not psychometrically developed so quantitative results need to be viewed with caution. Furthermore a student’s knowledge post session has a recency effect: thus immediate recall would be higher than if conducted at a later time point in time. Added to this although participants were given specific explanations about how and why we were asking them to complete the questionnaires, it may have appeared unwieldy to be asked to do all three. Pressures of time may also have contributed to some participants choosing not to complete all that was asked of them. The overall findings also cannot show transferability and a direct cause and effect toward improving the health of service user’s, this could only be shown by a prospective study such as an RCT that could evaluate the outcomes of such interventions. In light of these limitations, the study did illuminate the positive impact the education package had on knowledge of nurses related to the physical health requirements of mental health service users. The delivery and content of the developed education package suggests high accessibility and relevance to those mental health nurses/student nurses who participated.

Conclusion

Poor physical health can lead to an increased morbidity and mortality, and can increase the likelihood of poor absorption of common medicines used in mental health. Using clinical assessment to address possible pharmacokinetic issues for clients/service users should include screening for physical health factors which may alter oral drug absorption (such as gastrointestinal pathology (such as gastroenteritis), a variety of acute and chronic illnesses (such as diabetes, cardiac failure and renal impairment), and interacting drug therapy. In some cases oral medications may not be practical, so alternatives can be planned. Health assessment should also include consideration of factors that may influence drug elimination (such as the presence of cardiac problems or renal impairment). In some clinical situations the client may experience an adverse drug response (ADR), often not predictable from prior knowledge of the medication pharmacology. These ADRs may be idiosyncratic and could range from minor effects (skin rash) to quite serious (ie drug induced hepatitis). Personal drug metabolism can also increase the potential for an ADR. The importance of the findings
of the physical/mental health education project relates to increasing knowledge for clinicians in physical health practices, and these results can then inform future developments related to increasing the capacity of nurses in this clinical area.
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